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Abstract: Due to the increasing threat of network attacks, Firewall has become crucial elements in network security, and have been widely deployed in most businesses and institutions for securing private networks. The function of a firewall is to examine each packet that passes through it and decide whether to letting them pass or halt them based on preconfigured rules and policies, so firewall now is the first defense line against cyber attacks. However most of people doesn't know how firewall works, and the most users of windows operating system doesn't know how to use the windows embedded firewall. This paper explains how firewall works, firewalls types, and all you need to know about firewall policies, then presents a novel application (Quds Wall) developed by authors that manages windows embedded firewall and make it easy to use.
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1. Introduction

The Main function of a firewall is to protect the network from an untrusted network, by filtering the packets passing throw it, the process of filtering those packets is done across a secure policy.

A firewall in a computer network performs a role that is very similar to that of a firewall in a building. Just as a firewall made out of concrete protects one part of a building, a firewall in a network ensures that if something bad happens on one side of the firewall, computers on the other side won't be affected. Unlike a building firewall, which protects against a very specific threat (fire), a network firewall has to protect against many different kinds of threats like Viruses, Worms, DoS [1]

2. Terms and Vocabulary

In order to understand how firewall works, we have to know a little about networks, here is some important terms:

Firewall: S. Cobb [2] define a firewall as a collection of components or a system that is placed between two networks and possesses the following properties:

   All traffic from inside to outside, and vice-versa, must pass through it.
   Only authorized traffic, as defined by the local security policy, is allowed to pass through it.
   The firewall itself is immune to penetration typical firewall implementation [3].

Packet: A packet is the unit of data that is routed between an origin and a destination on the Internet or any other network. When any file (e-mail message, HTML file, Graphics Interchange Format file, Uniform Resource Locator request, and so forth) is sent from one place to another on the Internet, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) layer of TCP/IP divides the file into "chunks" of an efficient size for routing. Each of these packets is separately numbered and includes the Internet address of the destination. The individual packets for a given file may travel different routes through the Internet (or the network). When they have all arrived, they are reassembled into the original file (by the TCP layer at the receiving end).
TCP/IP: In order to understand the TCP/IP we quote from this article [4]: TCP is a protocol that runs on top of IP. IP takes care of delivering packets. For the remainder of this article, it is relevant that each IP packet contains two addresses: the address of the source of the packet and the address of the destination of the packet. TCP adds a reliable, connection oriented service to IP. It makes sure that there is a reliable data stream between source and destination. TCP avoids duplication of transmitted data and avoids delivering data out of order. In order to be able to setup multiple connections between two hosts, TCP adds so-called ports to IP addresses. These ports identify the connection endpoints on the source and destination. The combination of source port, source address, destination port and destination address are unique for every TCP connection. TCP uses a three-way handshake to setup a connection. The source sends a packet with a special flag set called the SYN flag and with the so-called sequence number field (or for short seq field) set to some initial value. These sequence numbers are used to uniquely identify each octet (the network lingo for 8 bits) of data in the connection. Counting starts at the initial sequence number. If the destination is willing to accept the connection, it sends a packet back with the SYN flag set as well. Furthermore another flag, called the ACK flag, is set. When the ACK flag is set, the value in the acknowledgment (or ack) field is equal to the number of the next unreceived octet. In this case the ACK flag acknowledges the first packet which only contains the SYN flag but has no payload octets. To be able to acknowledge this packet anyway, the SYN flag is also counted as one octet of data. The third packet then acknowledges the second packet by also having its ACK flag set and with the ACK field set to the appropriate value.

3. Firewalls Types

3.1. Packet Filtering

The most common type of firewall is packet filter, it’s also called Network layer firewalls or stateless firewall. A stateless firewall treats each network frame or packet individually. The technique used in this kind of firewalls looks at each packet entering or leaving a network, accepting or rejecting it based on established rules, If a packet matches the packet filter's set of rules, the packet may be forwarded to its destination, or dropped. It compares each packet received to a set of established criteria such as:

- Type of protocol: such as IP, TCP, UDP.
- Source and destination IP address: The source address is the 32-bit IP address of the host which created the packet, The destination address is the 32-bit IP address of the host the packet is destined for, for example all packets from source address 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.100 might be accepted, but all other packets might be dropped.
- Source and destination port: for example all TCP packets originating from or destined to port 25 (SMTP port) might be accepted, but all TCP packets destined for port 21 (FTP port) might be rejected.
- Direction of traffic: incoming or outgoing.

3.2. Circuit-Level Gateways

Monitor the TCP handshaking going on between the local and remote hosts to determine whether the session being initiated is legitimate whether the remote system is considered "trusted". They don't inspect the packets themselves, however.

Applies security mechanisms when a TCP or UDP connection is established. Once the connection has been made, packets can flow between the hosts without further checking [5].

3.3. Stateful Filters

It maintains records of all connections passing through it and can determine if a packet is either the start of a new...
connection, a part of an existing connection, or is an invalid packet. To do this, the firewall keeps an entry, in a cache, for each open flow. When the first packet of a new flow is seen by the firewall (this is the so-called SYN packet in a TCP flow meaning synchronize, and ACK which is the acknowledgement that a connection between hosts has already been established, and so on), the firewall matches it against the rule-base.

Stateful Firewall Example

- Allow only requested TCP connections:

Figure 3. Stateful firewall in a network.

3.4. Application Layer

An application layer firewall -sometimes called Application proxy firewall- is a network security system that protects network resources by filtering messages at the application layer. An application proxy is more complicated in operation than a packet filtering firewall. The application proxy understands the application protocol and data, and intercepts any information intended for that application. On the basis of the amount of information available to make decisions, the application proxy can authenticate users and judge whether any of the data could pose a threat. The price to be paid for this more comprehensive function is that users or clients often have to be reconfigured to them, sometimes a complicated process, with a consequent loss of transparency. Application proxies are referred to as proxy services, and the host machines running them as application gateways [6]. It combines some of the attributes of packet-filtering firewalls with those of circuit-level gateways. They filter packets not only according to the service for which they are intended (as specified by the destination port), but also by certain other characteristics such as HTTP request string. While application-level gateways provide considerable data security, they can dramatically impact network performance.

3.5. Multilayer Inspection Firewalls

Multilayer firewalls work by retaining the status (state) assigned to a packet by each firewall component through which it passes on the way up the protocol stack. This gives the user maximum control over which packets are allowed to reach their final destination, but again affects network performance, although generally not so dramatically as proxies do.

4. Firewalls Policies

Table 1. Firewall Policies Comparison between various firewall policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy modeling</td>
<td>Formalize the firewall rules</td>
<td>Define the list of rules for packet filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly detection</td>
<td>Detect the anomalies from the sequence of filtering rules</td>
<td>Provide the different methods for detecting firewall anomalies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated correction of</td>
<td>Automated correction of policy fault Correcting</td>
<td>Provide the techniques of random packet generations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>policy fault</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault localization</td>
<td>Define the main root and location of the fault</td>
<td>Provide the two approaches for decreases the cost of testing and debugging(RFC and RDC) provide the method of insertion and removal in the sequence of filtering rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall policy</td>
<td>Helps the user to determine the proper order for a new or modified rule in</td>
<td>provide the method of insertion and removal in the sequence of filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>editor</td>
<td>the policy</td>
<td>rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall tools</td>
<td>Help the administrator dealing with complex and time consuming tasks</td>
<td>provide the policy anomaly detector tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly we have to understand the difference between firewall policies and firewall rules, policies are the abstract, high level definitions of what traffic should and shouldn’t be allowed. Firewall rules are the translation of policies into practical configuration.

As we mentioned before, network traffic that passed via a firewall is matched against rules to determine if it should be allowed through or not. To explain firewall rules let’s take an examples: Suppose we have a server with this list of firewall rules that apply to incoming flow: Accept new and established incoming traffic on port 80 and 443 (HTTP and HTTPS web traffic) and Drop incoming traffic from IP addresses of the non-administrators employees to port 22 (SSH) Accept new and established incoming traffic from the office IP range to the private network interface on port 22 (SSH) Note that the first word in each of these examples is either "accept", "reject", or "drop". This specifies the action that the firewall should do in the event that a piece of network traffic matches a rule. Accept means to allow the traffic through, reject means to block the traffic but reply with an "unreachable" error, and drop means to block the traffic and send no reply. The rest of each rule consists of the
condition that each packet is matched against. As it turns out, network traffic is matched against a list of firewall rules in a sequence, or chain, from first to last. More specifically, once a rule is matched, the associated action is applied to the network traffic in question. In our example, if an accounting employee attempted to establish an SSH connection to the server they would be rejected based on rule 2, before rule 3 is even checked. A system administrator, however, would be accepted because they would match only rule 3 [7].

5. Application QudsWall

Introduction to QudsWall

As we said before Firewall is the first defense line against cyber attacks, and windows is the most operating system used around the world, on the other hand Microsoft has integrated a firewall in its windows operating systems, but it's difficult and complicated to use for most windows users, quoting from Rubin [8]: “The single most important factor of your firewall’s security is how you configure it.”. So we propose a novel application for managing windows embedded firewall and make it easy to use, we called it "QudsWall", Our application QudsWall works on windows 7 and higher. Many articles talks about controlling windows embedded firewall for XP and above programmatically, otherwise there is lake of resources in how to control windows embedded firewall for windows 7 and higher programmatically. in this Article we will describe how to do it.

For managing the Windows embedded firewall programmatically, there are 3 ways for developers (also coders and programmers). The easiest (the dumbest) one is by using the netsh tool which can located at c:\windows\system32\netsh.exe and passing arguments to it for example:

Switching OFF the windows embedded firewall:

```csharp
string fwOFF = "advfirewall Set allprofiles state off";
string pathNetsh = "c:\windows\system32\netsh.exe";
```

The second way, is by changing the registry keys, but it's tiring a little. So we still have one way which –we think- it's the perfect one, this way is based on Microsoft Libraries, to do this you need to choose a programming language that supports the DotNET such as VB.NET or Csharp. Our Application QudsWall is developed in Csharp.

First of all, you will need to add a reference in your project to the COM assemblies: FirewallAPI.dll (located at c:\windows\system32\FirewallAPI.dll), and hnetcfg.dll located at the same directory.

How to add a reference to your project

Then import this 3 libraries (included in the previous files) to your project:

- using NATUPNPLib;
- using NETCONLib;
- using NetFwTypeLib;

here are some features of QudsWall, and how to reach it:

Switch ON/OFF the Windows Embedded Firewalls

Before doing that we need to understand, we need to understand that there is 3 profiles of Windows embedded firewall

Private Profile

This refers to the home network, or when you are not connected to any network.

Public Profile
For public places (campus, hotel, restaurant...), here comes most cyber threats, you have to be mindful while configuring this profile.

**Domain Profile**

Usually refers for workplaces, it's a perfect place where network worms spreads.

When you connect to a network for the first time Windows asks you to choose a profile as shown in the next picture.

Now let's check what is the current profile:

```csharp
public static string GetProType()
{
    string profileType = "Unknown Type"; // If there is an error while getting current profile type
    try {
        INetFwPolicy fwPolicy1 = (INetFwPolicy)Activator.CreateInstance(NetFwPolicy, "SystemWinFwPolicy1", typeof(IHostPolicy));
        INetFwPolicy fwPolicy2 = (INetFwPolicy)Activator.CreateInstance(NetFwPolicy, "SystemWinFwPolicy2", typeof(IHostPolicy));
        fCurrentProfileType = (fCurrentProfileType != null) ? fCurrentProfileType : "unknown profile type";
        switch (fCurrentProfileType.ToString())
        {
            case "NET_FW_PROFILE_TYPE1":
                profileType = "Public";
                break;
            case "NET_FW_PROFILE_TYPE2":
                profileType = "Private";
                break;
            case "NET_FW_PROFILE_TYPE3":
                profileType = "Domain";
                break;
            default:
                MessageBox.Show(e.Tostring(), "Error");
                return profileType;
        }
    } catch (Exception e)
    {
        MessageBox.Show(e.ToString());
    }
    return profileType;
}
```

**Figure 8. Type of Profile.**

The function GetProType() returns the current profile type

Let's get back on how to activate the windows embedded firewall, let's enable/disable the current profile:

```csharp
private static void SwitchFw(bool sw)
{
    try {
        INetFwPolicy fwPolicy = (INetFwPolicy)Activator.CreateInstance(NetFwPolicy, "SystemWinFwPolicy", typeof(IHostPolicy));
        if (sw)
        {
            var firewallEnabled = new bool();
            Rule.Name = "blockTCP";
            Rule.Action = NET_FW_ACTION_NET_FW_ACTION_BLOCK; // Block through firewall
            Rule.Protocol = 6; // TCP
            Rule.RemoteAddresses = "31.13.33.33"; // Facebook IP Address
            Rule.Profiles = currentProfile;
            FirewallPolicyRules.Add(Rule); // Add the rule to the current profile
        }
    } catch (Exception e)
    {
        MessageBox.Show(e.ToString());
    }
}
```

**Figure 9. Enable/disable the current profile.**

Switch ON/OFF the windows embedded firewall depending on the Boolean sw.

Add/Delete firewall rules

Apply rules is the main occupation of the firewall, you create firewall rules to allow your computer to send traffic to, or receive traffic from, programs, or computers...

Let's suppose that we want to block any TCP connection from our computer to the Facebook web server, here is how to implement that:

```csharp
IHostRule rule = new HostRule(
    Protocol = "TCP",
    Direction = Direction.Inbound,
    RemoteAddress = "192.168.1.1",
    RemotePort = 80,
    Protocol = "TCP",
    Action = Action.Block
);
```

**Figure 10. Add/Delete firewall rules.**
Blocking any connection to the Facebook web server
You can delete this rule later by:
firewallPolicy.Rules.Remove("Block80TCP");
the object “Rule” that we created has many attributes and
methods by which you can configure your rules properly, for
example:
rule.direction: takes the value
net_fw_rule_direction_.net_fw_rule_dir_in for incoming
connection, and net_fw_rule_direction_.net_fw_rule_dir_out
for outcoming, and
net_fw_rule_direction_.net_fw_rule_dir_max for both of
them.
rule.action: takes the value
net_fw_action_.net_fw_action_allow for allowing the
connection, and net_fw_action_.net_fw_action_block for
blocking it.
rule.enabled: true to activate the rule or false to deactivate
it.
Rule.Profiles: here you can choose the profile to add the
rule to.
Rule.RemotePorts: it’s evident from its name.
Rule.Protocol: here you puts the protocol assigned number
from the IANA[9], for example 1 refers to ICMP, 6 for TCP,
17 for UDP, 27 for UDP...

View/Add applications exception to the firewall
Most of time the user need to know what are application
that are allowed to connect to the internet and exchange data
with other networks, let’s get the list of applications that
allowed to connect via the windows embedded firewall:

```csharp
private void GetAuthorizedApps()
{
    INetFwAuthorizedApplication app = null;
    Type FwType = typeof(GetTypeFromProgID("I思"));
    // Create instance of the firewall
    firewall, ListBox1.Items.Clear();
    // in case of Refresh
    // obtain the list of authorized applications
    firewall.Firewall.AllowedApplications.ComputerSelected();
    // in case of Refresh
    while (firewall.MoveNext())
    { 
        app = firewall; // filling the ListBox with application names
        ListBox1.Items.Add(app.Name); // filling the ListBox with application names
    }
}
```

getting the list of application exceptions.
As you can see, we used the list of application to fill a ListBox item.
Now let’s add a firewall exception, let’s add our application chiroRAT.exe to list of authorized applications:

```csharp
private void AuthApp(string title, string applicationPath)
{
    Type ProgType = typeof(GetTypeFromProgID("I思"));
    // Create the type from progtpe
    INetFwAuthorizedApplication app = activator.CreateInstance<ProgType> as INetFwAuthorizedApplication;
    app.Name = title; // title of the exception
    app.Scene = NET_FW_SCOPE_.NET_FW_SCOPE_ALL; // full scope
    app.ProcessingFileName = applicationPath; // application source path
    app.Enabled = true;
    Type FwTyype = typeof(GetTypeFromProgID("I思"));
    // firewall type
    firewall.Firewall.AllowedApplications.ComputerSelected();
    while (firewall.MoveNext())
    { 
        firewall.Firewall.LocalPolicy.CurrentProfile.AuthorizedApplications.Add(app);
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    { 
        MessageBox.Show(ex.ToString());
    }
}
```

Authorize an application
Let’s take our example chiroRAT.exe
AuthApp("AuthChiroRAT", @"C:\Users\Bachir\Desktop\chiroRAT.exe");
Now chiroRAT has internet access.

Open Port
Sometimes we may want to open a port for any application no matter what. Windows Firewall can be instructed to open a
port globally for all applications by adding a port to the globally open ports list. Let try to write a function that opens up a port
globally:
Open port function

"Scope" refers to the set of computers that can use this port opening, so Port.Scope can take the values:
NET_FW_SCOPE_.NET_FW_SCOPE_ALL,
NET_FW_SCOPE_.NET_FW_SCOPE_LOCAL_SUBNET,
or NET_FW_SCOPE_.NET_FW_SCOPE_CUSTOM;

If I want to open the port 1000 in my machine for the
protocol UDP and let all computer use this port, calling the
OpenPort will be something like that:
OpenPort("UDP1000",1000,
NET_FW_SCOPE_.NET_FW_SCOPE_ALL,
NET_FW_IP_PROTOCOL_.NET_FW_IP_PROTOCOL_UDP);

6. Conclusion

Firewalls are really substantial in any secure network,
however using firewalls is necessary and not sufficient.
Because firewalls can't protect against attacks that don't go
through the firewall for example internal attacks, and can not
defend against social engineering attacks that's why you must
use so many security system (IDS, UFW, DMZ,
Antiviruses..) in order to maintain your network security.
However if you didn't switched on and properly configure
your computer firewall you will be exposed to cyber attacks.
We have successfully implemented controlling the windows
embedded Firewall with the application QudsWall using C#.
The application has been tested in the live local network at
the Polydisciplinary Faculty of Ouarzazate. Future work
includes extension of this application to cover all windows
security components, and make it powerful as possible. For
specific information regarding IT security, and how to protect
yourself from cyber attacks, consult our paper titled "Review
On The IT Security: Attack And Defense" [10].
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